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Senior SAP Developer

SAP, software development, some experience, developer Belgium share on

When did you last build a solution that could change an entire organization? That’s exactly

what you’ll do with us!

You’re a  well-rounded SAP developer  who truly understands the ‘business value’ of coding.

You’re eager to unleash your programming skills on  innovative  projects, and look forward

to guiding customers through their move to  SAP S/4 HANA  and add value to their business

processes.

If you’re just as passionate about code as we are, and you have a  strong sense of

customer satisfaction  – we are, after all, consultants – then you may be the SAP

Developer we’re looking for.

Apply for Senior SAP Developer!

Thank you for your application.

We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!

read our stories

Who are we?

Did you know delaware is Belgium’s biggest SAP integrator? This means we get to work with 
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the latest SAP technologies , such as all S/4 HANA deployments, SAP Fiori, SAP Cloud

Platform services like ABAP Environment, iRPA, HANA Cloud, API Management,... and

the SAP Business Technology Platform. Enough with the name-dropping though – if you’re an

experienced developer you probably already know all about these! And if you don’t, we’ll

tell you all about them  .

We are the  SAP Development team . We’re a fun-loving and ambitious team with a strong

group dynamic. Even though there are more than 60 of us, we’re still a very tight-knit

group! We really enjoy going for drinks and organize the coolest team events. It’s in our

nature to coach colleagues: seniors happily share knowledge with juniors (and vice versa). So

what’s it like to work with us? ‘Unique’, ‘adventurous’ or ‘challenging’ – those are just

three of the words that our developers use to describe their career. Read our stories here.

We have broad spectrum of projects and customers in a wide variety of sectors and across the

entire range of SAP modules. We also offshore development work to our colleagues in Harbin

(China), but as a senior consultant you decide which tasks stay with us and which are

sent to China.

Just so you know: delaware has its offices in  Antwerp, Ghent, Kortrijk, Lummen, Liège

 and  Wavre , but we also spend a lot of time working together with our customers  on-

site  . We also offer the flexibility to work from home.

Apply Now
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